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since George IV wished to know the truth of the one and did not
wish to knorv the truth of the other. If 'the author of Waoerley'
stood for anything other than Scott, 'Scott is the author of.Waoer/q2' would be false,which it is not. Hence you have to conclude
that 'the author of Waaerlq' doesnot, in isolation,really standfor
anything at all; and that is the characteristicof incomplete symbols.
V II.

'

THE THEORY O F TYPES AND SYM BO LI S M :
CLASSES

BeforeI begin to-day the main subjectof my lecture,I should
like to makea few remarksin explanationand amplificationof what
I have said about existencein my previous two lectures. This is
chiefly on account of a letter I have receivedfrom a member of
the class,raising many points which, I think, were present in
other minds too.
The first point I wish to clearup is this: I did not meanto say
that when one says a thing exists, one means the same as when
one saysit is possible.What I meant was, that the fundamental
logicalidea,the primitive idea,out of which both thoseare derived
is the same. That is not qaite the same thing as to say that the
statementthat a thing existsis the sameas the statementthat it is
possible,which I do not hold. I usedthe word 'possible'in perhapsa somewhatstrangesense,becauseI wanted someword for a
fundamental logical idea for which no word exists in ordinary
language,and therefore if one is to try to expressin ordinary languagethe idea in question,one has to take someword and make it
conveythe sensethat I wasgiving to the word 'possible',which is
by no meansthe only sensethat it has but is a sensethat was convenient for my purpose. We say of a propositional function that
it is possible,wherethere are casesin which it is true. That is not
exactly the samething as what one ordinarily means,for instance,
when one saysthat it is possibleit may rain to-morrow. But what
I contend is, that the ordinary uses of the word 'possible'are
derived from this notion by a proces..E.g., normally when you
say of a proposition that it is possible,you mean something like
this: first of all it is implied that you do not know whether it is
true or false;and I think it is implied, secondly,that it is one of a
classof propositions,some of which are known to be true. When
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I say, e.g., 'It is possible that it may rain 111-ps11s1ry'-'Itwill rain
to-morrow' is one of the class of propositions 'It rains at time l',
where I is different times. We mean partly that we do not know
whether it will rain or whether it will not, but also that we do know
that that is the sort of proposition that it tlrritc apt to be true, that
it is a value of a propositional function ol' which we know some
value to be true. Many of the ordinary utcs of 'possible' come under that head, I think you will find. 'l'ltut in to sty, that if you say
of a proposition that it is possible, wltat yort ltitvc is this: 'There
is in this proposition some constituent, wlticlr, il'yotr turn it i;rto a
variable, will give you a propositional ltttt:tiotr thitt is somctimes
true.'You ought not therefore to say of tt;trrrpottiliorrsirrrplythat
it is possible,but rather that it is pousiltlcilt rcxlrcctol'such-andsuch a constituent. That would be a morc l'ttll exlrt't:Hniorr.
When I say, for instance,that 'Liotrrr exint', I tkr ttot lttcittt tlte
same as if I said that lions were possitrlc; llecttttrcwlrctt yort say
'Lions exist', that means that the proprlnitiotrttlliurctiolr'.tr is a
lion' is a possibleone in the sensethat tlrt'rc urc lioltn, wlrilt: wht:n
you say 'Lions are possible' that is a tlill'crcltt t(,t't ol'Fltllclrrcnt
altogether,not meaning that a casual irrrlivitlrrnl$nittrul trrttybe it
lion, but rather that a sort of.animal ltury he tlte torl tlrut we t'lll
'lions'. If you say 'Unicorns are posniblo',e.X,, yott wttttltl lttt'ttrt
that you do not know any reasonwhy thcrc nltottkl ttot lte tlltit'ttt'tttt,
which is quite a different proposition front'[Jttit'ontr cxirt'. Art to
what you would mean by saying that unicontr uttr porrilrh', it
would always come down to the sanrc tlting tu 'lt ir plrrilrle it
may rain to-morrow'. You would mcan, the prolxrriliott "l'ltctc
are unicorns' is one of a certain set of propositioltr rtttttc rrl wlttr'lr
are known to be true, and that the dcscription of tlrc ttltit'ol'lt rkrrr
not contain in it anythingthatshows there coulcl not hc rtlr:ll lrcualr.
When I say a propositional function is possible, tttettttitrg tltctr'
are casesin which it is true, I am consciously utirrg tlto wrrtrl
'possible' in an unusual sense, because I want a singlc t ,,111ltt
my fundamental idea, and cannot find any word in ordiltury lerr'
guage that expresses what I mean.
Secondly, it is suggested that when one says a thing exirtr, rt
means that it is in time, or in time and space, at any ratc itt tittrr',
That is a very common suggestion, but I do not think that really
there is much to be said for that use of the words; in the firtt plnlc,
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becauseif that were all you meant' there would be no need for a
separateword. In the secondplace, becauseafter all in the sense,
whatever that sensemay be, in which the things are said to exist
that one ordinarily regardsas existing, one may very well wish to
discussthe question whether there are things that exist without
being in time. Orthodox metaphysicsholds that whatever is really
real is not in time, that to be in time is to be more or lessunreal,
and that what really exists is not in time at all' And orthodox
theologyholds that God is not in time. I seeno reasonwhy you
should frame your definition of existencein such a way as to preclude that notion of existence.I am inclined to think that there
are things that are not in time, and I should be sorry to use the
word existencein that sensewhen you have already the phrase
'being in time' which quite sufficiently expresseswhat you mean.
Another objectionto that definition is, that it doesnot in the least
fit the sort of use of 'existence'which rvasunderlying my discussion, which is the common one in mathematics.When you take
for instance,as when you say 'An even prime
existence-theorems,
exists', you do not mean that the number two is in time but that
you can find a number oftwhich you can say 'This is even and
prime'. One doesordinarily in mathematicsspeakof propositions
i.e.,you establishthat thereis an
of that sort asexistence-theorems,
object of such-and-sucha sort, that object being, of course,in
mathematicsa logicalobject,not a particular,not a thing like a lion
or a unicorn, but an object like a function or a number, something
which plainly doesnot have the ProPerryof being in time at all,
and it is that sort of senseof existence-theoremsthat is relevant
in discussingthe meaning of existenceas I was doing in the last
two lectures. I do, of course,hold that that senseof existencecan
be carried on to cover the more ordinary uses of existence,and
doesin fact give the key to what is underlying tlose ordinary uses,
aswhen one saysthat 'Homer existed'or'Romulus did not exist',
or.whateverwe may say of that kind.
I come now to a third suggestionabout existence,which is also
a not uncommonone, that of a given particular 'this' you can say
'This exists'in the sensethat it is not a phantomor an imageor a
universal. Now I think that use of existenceinvolves confusions
which it is exceedinglyimportant to get out of one'smind, really
rather dangerousmistakes.In the first place, we must seParate
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phantomsand imagesfrom universals;they areon a differentlevel.
Phantomsand imagesdo undoubtedlyexist in that sense,whateverit is, in which ordinary objectsexist. I mean,if you shut your
eyesand imagine some visual scene,thc imagesthat are before
your mind while you are imagining are undoubtedlythere. They
are images,something is happening,and what is happeningis
that the imagesare beforeyour mind, and thcseimagesarejust as
much part of the world as tables and chairs and anything else.
They are perfectly decentobjects,and you only call them unreal
(if you call them so), or treat them as norr-existcltt,becausethey
do not havethe usualsort of relationsto otlrcr olrjccts.If you shut
your eyesand imaginea visualsceneand yorratrctr:hout your hand
to touch what is imaged, you won't gct a ttctilc trcrrsation,or
evennecessarily
a tactileimage.You will not get tlrc usrralcorrelation of sight and touch. If you imaginea hcnvyonk tablc, you can
removeit without any musculareffort, which ir lrot thc cascwith
oak tablesthat you actuallysee.The genernlcorrclrrtionsof your
imagesarequite differentfrom the correlationaof whnt orrechooscs
to call'real'objects.But that is not to sayimagcnnrc rrlrrcal.It is
only to saythey arenot part of physics.Of coursc,I kturw t hat this
beliefin the physicalworld hasestablisheda sort of reigrrof tcrror.
You have got to treat with disrespectwhateverdocn rrot lit ilrto
the physicalworld. But that is really very unfair to thc tlrings rhat
do not fit in. They are just as much there as thc things ttrnt do.
The physicalworld is a sort of governingaristocracy,whit:lr hns
somehowmanagedto causeeverythingelseto be treatcdwitlr rlisrespect.That sort of attitude is unworthy of a philosophcr.We
should treat with exactly equal respectthe things that do rrot fit
in with the physicalworld, and imagesare among them.
'Phantoms',I suppose,are intendedto differ from 'imagcr' lly
being of the nature of hallucinations,things that are not mcrcly
imagined but that go with belief. They again are perfectly rell;
the only odd thing about them is their correlations.Macl>cthnc<.s
a dagger.If he tried to touch it, he would not get any tactilesennntion, but that does not imply that he was not seeinga daggcr,it
only implies that he was not touchingit. It does not in any wty
imply that the visual sensationwas not there. It only meansto aly
that the sort of correlationbetweensight and touch that wc ar.(.
used to is the normal rule but not a universal one. In ordcr to
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pretend that it is universal, we say that a thing is unreal when it
doesnot fit in. You say 'Any man who is a man will do such-andsuch a thing.' You then find a man who will not, and you say, he
is not a man. That is just the same sort of thing as with these
daggersthat you cannot touch.

therefore gives rise to false inferencesand becomesdeceptive.
As to universals,when I say of a particular that it exists, I certainly do not meanthe samething as if I were to saythat it is not a
universal. The statementconcerningany particular that it is not a
universal is quite strictly nonsense-not false, but strictly and
exactly nonsense.You never can place a particular in the sort of
place where a universal ought t6 be, and vice versa. If I say ,a is
not D', or if I say 'a is b', that implies that a and b are of.the same
logical type. When I say of a universal that it exists, I should be

yellow' is one which is capableof truth. But the * which occurs
there is not a particular, it is a universal. So that you arrive at the
fact that the ultimate important notion involved in existenceis the
notion that I developedin the lecture before last, the notion of a

._i See,Our KnozaledgeoJ the External World,Chap.III.
'Sense-Data and Physics' in Mysticism and Logic.
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you will be mistakenly inclined to say has some more glorified
form of existenceif it is associatedwith those other things I was
talking of in the way that the appearanceof Socratesto you would
be associatedwith his appearanceto other people. You would say
he was only in your imagination if there were not those other correlated appearances
that you would naturally expect.But that does
not mean that the appearanceto you is not exactly as much a part
of the world as if there were other correlatedappearances.It will
be exactly as much a part of the real world, only it will fail to have
the correlations that you expect. That applies to the question of
sensationand imagination.Things imagined do not have the same
sort of correlationsasthings sensated.If you careto seemore about
this question,I wrote a discussionin TheMonist for January, r9r5,
and if any of you are interested,you will find the discussionthere.
I come now to the proper subject of my lecture, but shall have
to deal with it rather hastily. It was to explain the theory of types
and the definition of classes.Now first of all, as I supposemost of
you are aware, if you proceed carelesslywith formal logic, you
can very easily get into contradictions. Many of them have been
known for a long time, someevensincethe time of the Greeks,but
it is only fairly recently that it has been discoveredthat they bear
upon mathematics,and that the ordinary mathematicianis liable
to fall into them when he approachesthe realms of logic, unless
he is very cautious.Unfortunately the mathematicalonesare more
difficult to expound, and the ones easy to expound strike one as
merc puzzles or tricks.
You can start with the questionwhether or not there is a greatest
cardinal number. Every classof things that you can chooseto mention has some cardinal number. That follows very easily from thc
definition of cardinal numbers as classesof similar classes,and
you would be inclined to supposethat the classof all things thcrc
are in the world would have about as many members as a class
could be reasonably expected to have. The plain man would
supposeyou could not get a larger classthan the classof all the
things there are in the world. On the other hand, it is very crny
to prove that if you take selectionsof some of the members of r
class,making those selectionsin every conceivableway that you
can, the number of different selecticnsthat you can makeis grcatcr
than the original number of terms. That is easyto seewith emrll
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numbers.Supposeyou havea classwith just threenumbers,4,6,c.
The first selectionthat you can make is the selectionof no terms.
The next of a alone, D alone, c alone. Then Dc,ca, ab, abc, which
makesin all 8 (i.e., z3)selections.Generallyspeaking,if you have
rr terms, you can make zn selections.It is very easyto prove that
z" is alwaysgreaterthan a, whether a happensto be finite or not.
So you find that the total number of things in the world is not so
great as the number of classesthat can be made up out of those
things. I am askingyou to take all thesepropositionsfor granted,
becausethere is not time to go into the proofs, but they are all in
Cantor's work. Therefore you will find that the total number of
things in the world is by no meansthe greatestnumber. On the
contrary, there is a heirarchy of numbers greaterthan that. That,
on the faceof it, seemsto land you in a contradiction.You have,in
fact, a perfectly precise arithmetical proof that there are fewer
things in heaven or earth than are dreamt of in our philosophy.
That shows how philosophy advances.
You are met with the necessity,therefore, of distinguishing
between classesand particulars. Ycar are met with the necessity
of saying that a classconsistingof two particulars is not itself in
turn a fresh particular, and that has to be expandedin all sorts of
ways; i.e., you will haveto saythat in the sensein which there are
particulars,in that senseit is not true to saythere are classes.The
sensein which there are classesis a different one from the sense
in which there are particulars,becauseif the sensesof the two were
exactly the same,a world in which there are three particulars and
therefore eight classes,would be a world in which there are at
least eleventhings. As the Chinesephilosopher pointed out long
ago, a dun cow and a bay horse makes three things: separately
they are eachone, and taken together they are another, and therefore three.
I passnow to the contradiction about classesthat are not members of themselves.You wopld say generallythat you would not
expect a classto be a member of itself. For instance,if you take
the classof all the teaspoonsin the world, that is not in itself a
teaspoon.Or if you take all the human beings in the world, the
whole classof them is not in turn a human being. Normally you
would say you cannot expect a whole classof things to be itself a
member of that class. But there are apparent exceptions.If you
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take, e.9., all the things in the world that are not teaspoonsand
make up a classof them, that classobviously (you would say) will
not be a teaspoon.And so generally with negative classes.And
not only with negativeclasses,either, for if you think for a moment
that classesare things in the samesensein which things are things,
you will then have to say that the classconsistingof all the things
in the world is itself a thing in the world, and that therefore this
classis a member of itself. Certainly you would have thought that
it was clear that the classconsistingof all the classesin the world
is itself a class.That I think most peoplewould feel inclined to
suppose,and therefore you would get there a caseof a classwhich
is a member of itself. If there is any sensein askingwhether a class
is a member of itself or not, then certainly in all the casesof the
ordinary classesof everydaylife you find that a classis not a member of itself. Accordingly, that being so, you could go on to make
up the classof all thoseclassesthat are not membersof themselves,
and you can ask yourself, when you have done that, is that classa
memberof itself or is it not?
Let us first supposethat it is a member of itself. In that caseit
is one of those classesthat are not members of themselves,i.e., it
is not a member of itself. Let us then supposethat it is not a member of itself. In that caseit is not one of those classesthat are not
membersof themselves,
that arememi.e., it is oneof thoseclasses
bersof themselves,
i.e.,it is a memberof itself.I'Ienceeitherhypothesis,that it is or that it is not a member of itself, leads to its
contradiction.If it is a member of itself, it is not, and if it is not,
it is.
That contradiction is extremely interesting. You can modify
its form; someforms of modificationare valid and somearc not.
I once had a form suggestedto me which was not valid, namcly
the questionwhether the barber shaveshimself or not. You can
define the barber as 'one who shavesall those, and those only,
who do not shavethemselves'.The questionis, doesthc barlrcr
shavehimself?In this form the contradictionis not very diflicult
to solve.But in our previousform I think it is clear that y<tuculr
only get around it by observing that the whole question whcthcr
a classis or is not a memberof itself is nonsense,i.e., that no clsnc
either is or is not a member of itself, and that it is not even truc
to saythat, becausethe whole foim of words is just a noisewitltotrt
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classin that statement. It is absolutely necessary'if a statement
about a class is to be significant and not Pure nonsense,that it
should be capableof being translatedinto a form in which it does
not mention the class at all. This sort of statement, 'such-andsuch a classis or is not a member of itself" will not be capableof
that kind of translation. It is analogousto what I was sayingabout

mention, the most ancient, the saying of Epimenides that 'All
cretans are liars'. Epimenideswas a man who slept for sixty years
I b"li"ne that it was at the end of that nap
without stopping,
"ttd
the remark that all Cretanswere liars. It can be put
that he
^ad.
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meaningcan only be got b; referenceto the totality of propositions.
You are not saying which among all the propositions there are in
the world it is that you are assertingand that is false. Therefore
it presupposesthat the totality of proposition is spreadout before
you and that some one, though you do not say which, is being
assertedfalsely. It is quite clear that you get into a vicious circli
if you first supposethat this totality of propositions is spread out
before you, so that you can without picking any definite one
say 'Some one out of this totality is being assertedfalsely,,and
that yet, when you have gone on to say 'Some one out of thii total-

set' so that it is obviduslyfallaciousto supposethe set alreadythere
in its entirety. If you are going to sayanything about ,all piopositions', you will haveto definepropositions,first of alt, in sornesuch
way as to excludethose that refer to all the propositionsof the
sort alreadydefined.It follows that the word 'proposition',in thc
sensein which we ordinarily try to use it, is a meaninglessone,
and that we have got to divide propositionsup into setsand can
make statementsabout all propositionsin a given set, but those
propositionswill not themselvesbe membersof the set. F'or instance,I may say 'All atomic propositionsare either true or ftlse',
but that itself will not be an atomic proposition. If you try to say
'All propositionsare either true or false', without qualificntion,
you are uttering nonsense,becauseif it were not nonscntc it
would have to be itself a propositionand one of those inclurlcd
in its own scope,and therefore the law of excluded middlc nn
enunciatedjust now is a meaninglessnoise. You have to crrt
propositionsup into differenttypes,and you can start with atolrric
propositionsor, if you like, you can start with those propoeitirxur
that do not refer to setsof propositionsat all. Then you will tuke
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next those that refer to sets of propositions of that sort that you
had first. Those that refer to setsof propositions of the first type,
you may call the secondtype, and so on.
If you apply that to the person who says 'I am lying', you will
find that the contradiction has disappeared,becausehe will have
to say what type of liar he is. If he says 'I am assertinga false
proposition of the first type', as a matter of fact that statement,
since it refers to the totality of propositions of the first type, is of
the secondtype. Hence it is not true that he is assertinga false
propositionof the first type, and he remainsa liar. Similarly, if
he said he was assertinga false proposition of the 3o,ooothtype,
that would be a statementof the 3o,oorsttype, so he would still
be a liar. And the counter-argumentto prove that he was also not
a liar has collapsed.
You can lay it down tbat a totality of any sort cannot be a member of itself. That applies to what we are saying about classes.
For instance,the totality of classesin the world cannot be a class
in the samesensein which they are.So we shallhaveto distinguish
a hierarchy of classes.We will start with the classesthat are composed entirely of particulars: that will be the first type of classes.
Then we will go on to classeswhose members are ilasses of the
first type: that will be the secondtype. Then we will go on to
classeswhose members are classesof the second type: that will
be the third type, and so on. Never is it possiblefor a classof one
type either to be or not to be identical with a classof anothertype.
That applies to the question I was discussinga moment ago, as
to how many things there are in the world. Supposingthere are
three particulars in the world. There arc then, as I was explaining,
8 classesof particulars. There will be z8(i.e., 256) classesof classes
of particulars, and 2256classesof classesof classesof particulars,
and so on. You do not get any contradiction arising out of that,
and when you askyourself the question: 'Is there, or is there not a
greatest cardinal number?' the answer depends entirely uPon
whether you are confining yourself within some one tyPe, or
whether you are not. Within any given type there is a greatest
cardinal number, namely, the number of objectsof that type, but
you will alwaysbe able to get a larger number by going up to the
next type. Therefore, there is no number so great but what you
can get a greater number in a sufficiently high type. There you

have the two sidesof the argument: the one side when the type is
given, the other side when the type is not given.
I have been talking, for brevity's sake,as if there really were all
these different softs of things. Of course,that is nonsense.There
are particulars, but when one comes on to classes,and classesof
classes,and classesof classesof classes,one is talking of logical
fictions. When I say there are no such things, that again is not
correct. It is not significant to say 'There are such things', in the
samesenseof the words 'there are' in which you can say 'There are
particulars'. If I say 'There are particulars' and 'There are classes',
the two phrases'thereare'will haveto have differentmeaningsin
those two propositions, and if they have suitable different meanings, both propositionsmay be true. If, on the other hand, the
words 'there are' are used in the samesensein both, then one at
leastof thosestatementsmust be nonsense,not falsebut nonsense.
The question then arises,what is the sensein which one can say
'There areclasses',
or in other words,what do you meanby a statement in which a classappearsto come in? First of all, what are
the sort of things you would like to say about classes?
They are
just the sameaqthe sort of things you want to say about propositional functions.You want to say of a propositionalfunction that
it is sometimestrue, That is the samething as sayingof a class
that it has members. You want to say that is it true for cxactly
roo valuesof the variables.That is the sameas sayingof a class
that it has a hundred members. All the things you want to 8ay
about classesare the same as the things you want to say about
propositional functions excepting for accidentaland irrelcvant
linguistic forms, with, however,a certain proviso which must now
be explained.
Take, e.g.,two propositionalfunctionssuch as'r is a man', 'ff is
a featherlessbiped'. Thosetwo are formally equivalent,i.e., whcn
one is true so is the other, and vice versa.Someof the things that
you can say about a propositionalfunction will not necessurily
remain true if you substitute another formally equivalent propositionalfunction in its place.For instance,the propositionalfulrction 'r is a man' is one which has to do with the conccpt of
humanity. That will not be true of 'r is a featherlessbiped'. Or
if you say, 'so-and-soassertsthat such-and-suchis a man' tlrt:
propositionalfunction'r is a man' comes in there, but '.r itr l
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featherlessbiped' doesnot. There are a certain number of things
which yo.r cat sayabout a propositional function which would be
not true if you substitute another formally equivalent propositional function. On the other hand, any statement about a
propositional function whicb- will remain true or remain false, as
ih"-"".e may be, when you substitute for it another formally
equivalentpropositionalfunction, may be regardedasbeing about
the classwhich is associatedwith the propositional function. I
want you to take the words may be tegardedstrictly. I am using
them instead of es,becausel^lwould be untrue. 'Extensional' statements about funclions are those that remain true when you substitute any other'formally equivalent function, and these are the
ones that may be regarded as being about the class. Ifyou have
any statementabout a function which is not extensional,you can
alwaysderive from it a somewhatsimilar statementwhich is extensional, viz., there is a function formally equivalent to the one in
question about which the statement in question is true. This
statement, which is manufactured out of the one you started
with, will be extensional.It will alwaysbe equally true or equally
false of any two formally equivalent functions, and this derived
extensionalstatementmay be regardedas being the corresponding
statement about the associatedclass.So, when I say that 'The
classof men has so-and-somany members',that is to say 'There
are so-and-somany men in the world', that will be derived from
the statementthat 'r is human' is satisfiedby so-and-somany values of x, rnd in order to get it intc the extensionalform, one will
put it in this way, that 'There is a function formally equivalent
to "* is human", which is true for so-and-somany values of l'.
That I should define as what I mean by saying 'The classof men
has so-and-somany members'. In that way you find that all the
formal properties that you desire of classes,all their formal uses
in mathematics,can be obtainedwithout supposingfor a moment
that there are such'things as classes,without supposing,that is
to say,that a proposition in which symbolicallya classoccurs,does
in fact contain a constituent corresponding to that symbol, and
when rightly analysedthat symbol will disappear,in the same sort
of way as descriptionsdisappearwhen the propositions are rightly
andysed in which they occur.
There are certain difficulties in the more usual view of classes,
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in addition to thosewe have alreadymentioned,that are solvedby
our theory. One of these concerns the null-class, i.e., tJre class
consistingof no members,which is difficult to dealwith on a purely
extensionalbasis. Another is concerned with unit-classes.With
the ordinary view of classesyou would say that a classthat has
only one member was the same as that one member. That will
land you in terrible difficulties, becausein that casethat one member is a member of that class,namely, itself. Take, e.g., the class
of 'Lecture audiencesin Gordon Square'.* That is obviously a
classof classes,and probably it is a classthat has only one member,
and that one member itself (so far) has more than one member.
Therefore if you were to identify the classof lecture audiencesin
Gordon Square with the only lecture audience that there is in
Gordon Square,you would haveto sayboth that it hasone member
and that it hastwenty members,and you will be landed in contradictions, becausethis audience has more than one member, but
the class of audiencesin Gordon Square has only one member.
Generally speaking, if you have any collection of many objects
forming a class,you can make a class of which that class is the
only member, and the classof which that classis the only member
will have only one member, though this only member will have
many members. This is one reason why you must distinguish
a unit-classfrom its only member.Another is that, if you do not,
you will find that the classis a member of itself, which is objectionable,aswe sawearlierin this lecture.I haveomitted a subtletv
connected with the fact that two formally equivalent functions
may be of different types. For the way of treating this point, eee
Principia Mathematha, page zo, and Introduction, Chapter III.
I havenot saidquite all that I ought to have said on this subject.
I meant to have gone a little more into the theory of types. The
theory of types is really a theory of symbols, not of things. In a
proper logical languageit would be perfectly obvious. The trouble
that there is arises from our inveterate habit of trying to namc
what cannot be named. If we had a proper logical language,we
should not be tempted to do that. Strictly speaking,only particularscan be named.In that sensein which there are particulrrs,
|
[ftrese-lectures were given 'in Dr. Williams's library in Gordon S<1unre,'
_
Russell informs me, on eight consecutive Tuesdays. Althoush Univcrrity
College London, stands nearby, this was probably th-e only lectuie audicncc rir
Gordon Square proper.-R,C.M.]
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you cannot say either truly or falsely that therc is anything else.
The word 'there is' is a word having 'systematicambiguiq/, i.e.,
having a strictly infinite number of different meaningswhich it is
important to distinguish.
Discassion
and classes
of classes,
Question:Couldyou lump all thoseclasses,
and so on, together?
Mr. Russell:All are fictions, but they are different fictions in
each case.When you say 'There are classesof particulars',the
statement 'therd are' wants expanding and explaining away, and
when you have put down what you really do mean, or ought to
mean,you will find that it is something quite different from what
you thought. That processof expanding and writing down fully
what you mean, will be different if you go on to 'there are classes
of classesof particulars'. There are infinite numbers of meanings
to 'there are'. The first only is fundamental,so far as the hierarchy
of classesis concerned
Question:I was wondering whether it was rather analogousto
spaces,where the first three dimensionsare actual, and the higher
ones are merely symbolic. I see there is a difference, there are
higher dimensions,but you can lump those together.
Mr. Russell:There is only one fundamentalone, which is the
first one, the one about particulars, but when you have gone to
classes,you have travelled alreadyjust as much away from what
there is as if you have gone to classesof classes.There are no
classesreally in the physical world. The particulars are there, but
not classes.If you say 'There is a universe' that meaning of ,there
is'- will be quite different from the meaning in whicli you say
{There is a particular',which meansthat 'the propositionalfunction ".f, is a particular" is sometimestrue'.
All those statementsare about symbols. They are never about
the things themselves,and they have to do with ,typ.r., This is
really important and I ought not to have forgotten to say it, that
the relation of the symbol to what it meansis difierent in different
types. I am not now talking about this hierarchy of classesand so
on, but the relation of a predicate to what it means is different
from the relation of a name to what it means. There is not one
single concept of 'meaning' as one ordinarily thinks there is, so
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that you can say in a uniform sense'All symbols have meaning',
but there are infinite numbers of different ways of meaning, i.e.,
different sorts of relation of the symbol to the symbolized,which
are absolutelydistinct. The relation, e.g., of a proposition to a fact,
is quite different from the relation of a name to a particular, as
you can see from the fact that there are two propositions always
related to one given fact, and that is not so with names. That
showsyou that the relation that the proposition has to the fact is
quite different from the relation of a name to a particular. You
must not supposethat there is, over and above that, another way
in which you could get at facts by naming them. You can always
only get at the thing you are aiming at by the proper sort of symbol,
which approachesit in the appropriateway. That is the real philosophical truth that is at the bottom of all this theory of types.
VIII.

EXCURSUS INTO

M E T A PH YSIC S:

WH AT

TH ER E IS

I comenow to the last lecture of this course,and I proposebriefly
to point to a f-6'wof the morals that are to be gatheredfrom what
has gone before, in the way of suggestingthe bearing of the doctrines that I have been advocating upon various problems of
metaphysics.I havedealthitherto upon what onemay call philosophical grammar,and I am afraid I havehad to take you through a
good many very dry and dusty regionsin the courseof that investigation,but I think the importanceof philosophicalgrammar
is very much greaterthan it is generallythought to be. I think that
practicallyall traditional metaphysicsis filled with mistakesdue
to bad grammar, and that almost all the traditional problcms of
metaphysicsand traditional results-supposed results-of metaphysics are due to a failure to make the kind of distinctionein
what we may call philosophicalgrammar with which we hnve
been concernedin theseprevious lectures.
Take, as a very simple example,the philosophyof arithmctic.
If you think that r,2,3, and 4, and the rest of the numbers,urc
in any senseentities, if you think that there are objects,having
those names,in the realm of being, you have at once a very considerable apparatus for your metaphysicsto deal with, and you
have offered to you a certain kind of analysisof arithmetical propositions. When you say, e.g., that z and z are 4, you supposcin

